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A Bright Future for Dark Skies

lights with the newer style LED.
This discussion had been going
on for the last year or so but
the timing this year was optimal
due to the rebate money and an
offering from SMPA.
The town elected to move forward
with a street light replacement
project and discussions began
with SMPA on the specific needs
of the town.
“Of course the LEDs are going
to save the town money on their
electric bill,” said SMPA Key
Accounts Executive, Paul Hora,
“but they will further benefit
the residents and visitors by
producing less light pollution.”
For a tourism-driven economy
like Silverton’s any possible draw
for tourists will certainly enhance
opportunities
for
economic
development. “...so we selected
a low-kelvin, full cut-off LED
fixture.” continued Hora. “This will
maximize visibility of the night sky
and limit upward light trespass.”
This project paves the way for
Silverton to become a recognized
“Night Sky” friendly town which
draws more people and makes
the already beautiful night sky
that much more exciting.

As the streets of Silverton go through this transition, you can
still see some of the old high-pressure sodium lights next to
the new LEDs. It’s a rare opportunity to compare.
New LED Lights
Old HPS Lights
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ilverton Colorado is classically
known as a hard rock mining
community settled in the midst of
the San Juan Mountains. As with
any small town, Silverton has to
manage with a relatively small tax
base that depends on a seasonal
economy.
Times are certainly turning
around for the sleepy mountain
community and the town
administrators are working on
quite a few projects to bring their
residents more opportunities for
work and sustainability for the
town.
One big step in the last year was
to convert all the old inefficient
street lights over to LED. The
town leveraged rebate money and
labor contribution from SMPA to
make a minimal investment in a
long term energy saving project.
The town has approximately 90
lights throughout the streets and
along the major intersections.
Traditionally, these lights have
been a mixture of obsolete style
Mercury Vapor and High Pressure
Sodium. In the spring of 2016,
the town council and town
administrator discussed the idea
of replacing the old, inefficient
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Silverton LED Street Lights Keep Light Where it Belongs...
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The SMPA Offices
will be closed:

December 23 December 26.

Automated services are
available 24-7 at
(970) 626-5549.
Also, call the same number
to report a power outage.

10 Ways to
$ave this
Winter
1. Place throw blankets on the
sofa and an area rug will
help insulate the carpet.
2. Open south-facing window
shades during the day to let
in free heat from the sun.
3. Put ceiling fans on low speed
and turning clockwise.
4. Only heat rooms you use.
Close vents and doors to
guest rooms and others.
5. Moist air holds heat better.
Add moisture with a
humidifier & house plants.
6. Turn down the thermostat
10 - 15° at night.
7. Apply foam weather stripping
to doors and windows.
8. Keep furnace vents clean
and unblocked.
9. Decorate with LED lights for
the holidays. Save up to 75%
10. Exhaust fans pull heat
out of your home. Only use
them when necessary.
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